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First words age ati

First smile. First step. First word. Parents are eager to share these special milestones with family and friends. But those aren't the only milestones your baby will reach in its first year. Every month, the baby masters important skills that serve as building blocks for continuous growth and development. Your child's healthcare provider will
discuss the anticipated milestones with you during your child's inspection. Knowing when children typically reach different milestones can help parents identify developmental delays early and seek appropriate care. The milestones are divided into five categories: Gross motor skills. These skills are accompanied by large muscles of the
body (body, arms, legs and neck). Examples of outrageous motor skills include head control, sitting, standing, walking, running, jumping and riding a bike. Great motor skills. These skills require precise movements of hands and fingers: picking peas, writing with a pen or pen, painting a picture or playing a flute. Language skills. Early
language skills include communicating through facial expressions, body movements, crying, making out and laughing. Babies are based on these early skills to develop the ability to communicate with words. Social and play skills. These skills are essential for interacting and playing with others, as well as solving problems in cooperation.
These include giving, sharing, alternate shifts and engaging others in the game. Cognitive skills. These include solving problems, adapting to new situations and knowing the right thing about the wrong thing. Below are the key milestones you're likely to see in your child's first year. 0-2 monthsGross motor skillsSucks, swallows and
breathes during feeding Shows strong reflexes: rooting (turns the head and retrieves the chest)Raises the head momentarily about 45 degrees on the stomach while lying onrelaxes hands and feet from a tight fetal positionFine motor skills Keep hands in tight fists and then begin to remove fingers Palmar grabs (closes his hand around the
finger) Attempts to hold rattlesnakeLanguage skills Identify familiar sounds (parents, siblings, nurse) Cries in general (there are no different cries for different needs yet; at any point , offer your chest immediately to show hunger and do not expect your baby to cry; know the signs that your baby is getting enough to eat)Social and play skills
React to soothing, such as swinging, singing, baby clothes or baby massage There are short wake cycles Follow parents with eyes (seeing most clearly about 8 inches , or the distance between mother's face and baby's face while breastfeeding)Cognitive skills Assume that expressions of anxiety are followed by comfort Start developing
confidence in Fusses if not filled fast enough React to sounds Understand that tips produce predictable responses2-4 monthsGross motor skills Raise your head higher bottom Rollers from back to side, from abdomen to side Bears press on the feet as they are held up Rest your forearm on the abdomen Lying on your stomach Lifts your
head and chest while lying on your stomach Stretches your legs and kicks while lying on your stomachFine motor skills Play hands in front of your face Hold the hair and clothes of everyone nearby Keep rattlesnake hanging objects with handsLanguage skills Makes different sounds – individual vowel sounds and screeches Coos ,
wheezing, and gurgles Says ooh-ooh and aah-aahItkee as needed (for example, he has a clear cry about needing a diaper change compared to a feeling of loneliness; don't expect a feeling of loneliness; That your baby cries to feed him)Communicates through body movements - swings arms and legs and opens hands Social and play
skills Smile and show emotions - happiness and sadness Blow bubblesSelf-soothes sucking handsLoves human faces , makes eye contact, and mimics facial gesturesCognitive skills Identify cause and effect Understand that actions cause the reactions of others – a smile produces a smile in return Turns towards the sound made at ear
level Shows boredom by crying or fussing , if there are no changes in the functioning Understand that objects have names for four to six months Gross medical skills Sitting assisted or applied with pillows (supervision required) Keeping your head upright while lying on your stomach Push your hands up while lying on your stomach With
the controls head well, when held Sits leaning forward with your hands - pedestal position Roll both front to back and back forward Assumes that the pre-robbed position with the head and part of the abdomen elevated Upper motor skills To achieve accurately with one hand Predetermined hand position requires the adhesion of certain
objects to objects Keep small objects in the palm of the hand Move objects from the hand Mouth Language skills Get attention by babbling Use different sounds for different needs Mimics sounds, bends, gesturesSocial and play skills Raise my hands lift me up! Anticipate food in sight Shows interest in colors Makes raspberry sounds
Smile and sound mirror mimics facial movementsCognitive skills Learn which sounds and functions are most likely to get the desired response Follow moving objects with eyes6–8 months Gross mlyn skills Sitting not supported Start pre-robbery: lifting knees off the floor, scooching, swingIng Stretches beyond arm length Extending
objectsLue motor skills Use hands to rake small objects Move objects from hand to hand Language skills Put vowels and consonants together Use language to change the soundSays dada (although not separately) Social and play skills Respond to the name Reply to name Play peek-booCognitive skills Looks like a floor when toys are
dropped Locate partially hidden objects Explore visually and objects in the mouth8-10 months Gross motor skills Sitting on unsuptuted crawls hands and up to stand, while leaning on furniture for support Motor skills Pick up small objects with thumb and index finger - pliers stick to Bangs objects on the table You feed yourself (albeit
messy) Drinks from the cup (practice, give a few sips of water in plastic, non-sippy cup)Language skills Continue to build new sound combinations Language allows you to change soundSocial and repetitive skills Shows separation anxiety Learn speech sounds by focusing on other people's mouthCognitive skills Identify relationships – in
and out, nested objects Put mental images and labels together (dog) Visually research and put objects in the mouth10–12 months Gross motor skills Cross crawls– moves the arm and opposite leg at the same time Moves easily from indexing station to sitting Sits for long periods of time Crawl up the stairs (but not down) Walks holding on
to furniture Take the first solo stepsTake motor skills Score on the index finger Pinot blocks Turn the pages of the book Language skills Say mama and dada (now accurately identifies every parent) Understands no Trying to imitate animal soundsSocial and playfulness Waves bye-bye Shows stranger anxietyCognitive skills Has sense of
object permanence , that things out of sight Can find hidden toys under the covers Develop depth vision Responses to simple requests You will bring your child's first year, remember that every child develops at their own pace and that there is usually little to worry about or worry about. With each well-attended visit to your child, your
child's health care provider assesses their growth over time to ensure they develop well physically, mentally and behaviorally. Last updated: July 16, 2019 at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Development milestones. www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly/milestones/. Updated 5.12.2019. Accessed March 18, 2020.Onigbanjo MT,
Feigelman S. First year. 1.3.104 European textbook on Paediatry Textbook: Kliegman RM, St. Geme JW, Blum NJ, Shah SS, Tasker RC, Wilson KM, eds. Nelson Textbook. The 21st. Philadelphia, PA: Elsevier; 2020:chap 22.Reimschisel T. Global development delay and decline. Institute: Daroff RB, Jankovic J, Mazziotta JC, Pomeroy
SL, eds. Bradley's neurology in clinical practice. Seven tons. Philadelphia, PA: Elsevier; 2016:chap 8.Page 2Ame-based Academy of Pediatrics website. Tooth tooth use: 4-7 months. www.healthychildren.org/English/ages-stages/baby/teething-tooth-care/Pages/Teething-4-to-7-Months.aspx. Updated 6 October 2016. Accessed November
20, 2018.American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry. Clinical Affairs Committee - Subcommittee on Oral Oral Health in Infants. Instructions on oral health care for infants. Pediatr Dent. 2012;34(5):e148-e152. PMID: 23211901 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23211901.Dean Turner EG. Teething: local, systemic and congenital factors that
influence the process. In: Dean JA, ed. ed. and Avery's dentistry for a child and a fake. 10,000. Philadelphia, PA: Elsevier; 2016:chap 19. During the first year of life, your baby grows and develops at an amazing rate. Her weight doubles by 5-6 months and triples by her first birthday. And he learns all the time. Significant achievements –
known as development milestones – include falling, sitting, standing and possibly walking. And your heart will probably melt from the voice of his first mother or dada. Two babies aren't the same. Your baby's developing at his own pace. Most babies reach certain milestones in people of the same age. However, it is not unusual for a
healthy, normal baby to be left behind in some areas or race forward in others. The following milestones are only guidelines. Your child's health care provider evaluates your child's development with each good baby visit. Remember: Always talk to your child's healthcare professional if you think your baby is lagging behind. If the baby was
born prematurely (before 37 weeks of pregnancy), you need to look at the milestone guidelines a little differently. The age at which your child is expected to reach various milestones is based on their due date, not their birthday. So if your baby was born two months early, she is likely to reach milestones two months later than the
guidelines below predict. By the end of the first month, most babies: Make twitchy, trembling hand gestures Bring hands close to the face Keep your hands tight in your fists Move your head from side to side while lying on your stomach Focus on objects 8-12 inches away Prefer human faces over other shapes Prefer black and white or
high contrast patterns Hear very well Identify some sounds, including parental voices By the end of the third month , most babies: Lift your head and chest while lying on your stomach Support your upper body with your arms lying on your stomach Stretch your legs out and kick on your stomach or back When lying on your stomach or
back Press feet down, when the feet are placed on a firm surface Open and close hands Bring hands to the mouth Grab and swing hand toys Follow the moving object with your eyes See face recognize familiar objects and people from a distance Start coordinating your hands and eyes Start babbling and imitating some sounds Smile with
parents' voices Enjoy playing with other people Can cry while playing stops By the end of the seventh month most babies: Roll both ways (belly back and back to stomach) Sit reach for object for hand Move objects from hand to hand Support full weight feet when held up Develop full-colored vision and mature distance vision Use sound to
express joy and dissatisfaction Reply to your name Consonant Chains (ba-ba-ba-ba)ba) Separate tone Explore objects with hands and mouth Struggle to get objects that are out of reach Enjoy playing peek-a-boo Show interest Photos By their first birthday most babies: Sit unaided Go to the position of your hands and knees Crawl Pull
yourself up to stand Walk hold of furniture, and possibly a few steps without support Use pliers grips (thumb and index finger) Say dada and mama Use exclamation points like oh-oh! Try to imitate the words Reply No and simple verbal requests Use simple gestures such as shaking your head no and waving a toss Explore objects in many
ways (shaking, Banging, throwing, dropping) Start using objects correctly (drinking from a cup, brushing your hair) Find hidden objects easily See the right picture when the picture is named After another birthday most kids: Walk alone Drag toys behind them while walking Carry large toys or multiple toys while walking Start kicking ball
Climb furniture and away unaided Walk up and down stairs stick to support Scribble with crayon Build tower four blocks or more Identify names of familiar people, objects and body parts Say multiple individual words (15-18 months) Use simple sentences (18-24 months) Use sentences of 2-4 words (you want a snack) Follow simple
instructions on sorting objects by shapes and colors Start pretending Imitation behavior others Show growing independence
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